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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. MONTANA

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2 6 . 1934

First Frontier Dance to Be Held
Food and Drug
Tonight in the Men*s Gymnasium Legislation Told
Two Quadrilles, Specialty Numbers, Will Be Given; Corbin Hall Will
Have Card Party at tbe Same Time

VOLUME XXXIII.

No. 2 8

to. ROBINSON HEADS
JS B o o k e d
HONOR ROLL GROUP;
F o r F r o h c
R c BATES SEC0ND

H u g h D u n la p

By Dr. Bateman]
Chemistry Professor Says- Tugwell
Bill Will Overcome
Some Defects

Hill Billies, Buzzwell Sisters to Play
The State University’s first Frontier dance, organized to raise funds
In T w o Dining Rooms
“Legislation fo r pure foods and
for the Frontier and Midland, takes place tonight in the men’s gym
More Women Than Men Are Listed on Scholarship Record; Freshmen
For Foresters
nasium. A t the same time there will b e a card party at Corbin hall for drugs dates back nearly one hundred
years,” said Dr. W. G. Bateman, head
Lead AO Other Classes; Fire Students Have Index of
those who d o not care to dance. Mrs. Martha Turney-High will b e the

o f the Department o f Chemistry, in
Hugh Dunlap and bis band from the
Three; Increase Over Last Year Is Noted
hostess there and Prof, and Mrs. E. L.^the third o f a. series o f lectures held Winter Garden ballroom in Butte have
Freeman are In charge o f the hosts
each Tuesday i evening in Main hall been booked by the foresters for their
and hostesses for the dance.
Totaling 55 grade points for an index o f 2 .7 5 , Bert Robinson, Liv
auditorium. Approximately three hun annual Paul Bunyan frolic. Dunlap
S HELL WEEKS open on the ca'mTwo quadrilles are being given at
dred people Were present at last Tues and his nine-piece dance orchestra ingston, led the 91 students making the autumn quarter honor roll,
piifc we recall a recent article in the dance as specialty numbers by a
day’s meeting.-.
one of the exchangee which gives a
will come to Missoula for the largest Charles N. Mason, assistant registrar, announced yesterday. Robinson,
group o f students, dressed in appro
The first bill pertaining to food social function on the University cal a senior in the Department o f Physics, has been forced b y illness to
liat of newly instituted rules as re
priate costumes o f the frontier days. Scabbard and Blade Accepts Offer
stuffs was passed in 1860 and dealt endar, to be held in tbe men’s gym
gards such activities on the campus
To Enter Rifle Tourney
withdraw from school. He loft yester
Miss Ruth Nlckey has been training
solely with the lnpspectlon o f im nasium February 9.
which the paper represents. Among
day on the North Coast Limited for
the dancers, who were chosen as rep
ported
tea.
Between
1880
and
1906,
these is one which requires that all
his home in Livingston where he will
Scabbard and Blade, honorary mili
Dunlap, tbe Master Salesman of
resentatives o f the fraternity and sor
190 regulatory: food bills were intro Modern Music, and his musicians will
fraternities hold these hazings at the
undergo an appendicitis operation.
ority houses and residence halls. The tary fraternity, has been invited to
duced in Congress but only eight sur entertain in the main ballroom while
same time, the date being set by the
cog!pete
in
the
Scabbardand
Blade!
Robert C. Bates, sophomore from
old fashioned numbers will be called
vived
to
became
laws.
Dr.
Bateman
interfraternity council under which
the Garden City Hill Billies and the
Great Falls, was second, with 68 grade
by Dave Duncan, Billings, and will national rifle match starting next
told
the
audience.
these ruleB were enacted; and another
Buzzwell Sisters will take care of the
points and an index of 2.66, being
be accompanied by Harriet Calhoun, month, according to word received by ]
In 1890 the.tfirst general bill was
which says that none of the activities
President William Erickson, Butte.
music in the two dining rooms. The
closely followed by Elizabeth KlleLivingston.
(passed after a,[long battle to get both Hill Billies are well-known in local
shall be carried on before the public.
The
Montana
chapter
will
compete.
.
.
__
mann,
a junior, also from Great Falls,
This feature will be late enough in
We heartily approve. After all there
Pledging will be held by the organ houses to coqbur, hurdle the consti dance circle., haring played m many T r e e Choppers Speed Invitation who amassed 62 grade points with an
the evening for people who wish to
tutional
objections,
and
evade
the
ar
is some humor in seeing fo r the first
The
index of 2.60.
attend the m usical. program at Mis ization Wednesday, January 31, it was guments advanced by those interested radio programs over KGVO.
T o Bunyan and Babe
time a lad carrying his books to school
More women than men made tho
soula county h igh . school to get to decided at a meeting Tuesday evening in keeping the laws off the statute Buzzwell Sisters are a local organi
in a coal scuttle or tramping past
For Hoedown
at
the
home
o
f
Major
G.
L.
Smith.
zation
who
have
recently
gone
under
required number of grade points with
the dance before the quadrille num
Main hall in the snow and wind at
Tentative plans were made for two books. When the act was finally new management and offer a program
the names o f 50 women appearing on
bers appear.
passed the farmers interested in the
Tickets and an Invitation to For
tired in a gay skirt and carrying a
the roll as compared with those of
Because o f the increased Interest social events, one o f which is the dairy industry began to agitate for the as entertaining and unique as their
esters’ Ball will be sent by the ball
frail parasol. But when you soon see
41 men. The total of 91 is nine more
in ticket sales for the Frontier dance, Officers' club party to be held at Fort elimination o f inferior milk and butter name suggests.
committee to Paul Bunyan next Mon
that a number o f lads are doing it
Missoula.
At
tbe
conclusion
o
f
the
Dunlap’s band will enter Into the
than the number who made the honor
we are offering four, instead o f two
products.
The Federated Women’s
and that each week a new group takes
day. At dawn Monday a fast mail
[roll tor the corresponding period in
subscriptions to the Frontier and Mid 'meeting Major and Mrs. Smith served Clubs o f America went to the aid of spirit o f the occasion by being attired
it up, it grows to be tiring and then
plane will take off and speed north- i
1982.
in either lumbermen’s garb or western
land as prlseB. There will be one sub the military group a Dutch lunch.
the crusading termers and began a
ward with the joyous epistle that will
actually disgusting. In the fourth
costumes. The music will begin at 9
Five students had an index of 8.00
scription for the sorority selling the
long campaign to educate the people.
year o f this experience the show spon
officially invite Banyan and Babe, the]
o’clock and the last piece will be fin
or "A " averages. They are: Helen M.
most tickets, one for the fraternity
The
process
o
f
education
coupled
with
Blue Ox, to the annual Tree Choppers’ j
sored by the actives grows to be a
ished
by
1
o’clock,
the
program
calling
Duncan,
Missoula; Esther V. Epstein,
selling the largest number, and one
the muckraking campaign which ex
bore.
Hoedown, February 9.
for 20 dances to be played in that
Great Falla; Florence Harrington,
for both the Independent man and J
• * t
posed the methods used by some food
Providing
good
flying
weather
pre
time. The band has been signed to]
Butte; Mack Monaco, Joliet, and
woman with the largest sale,” said
and drug companies to defraud the
A SPORTS STORY in the Montana Miss Lucia Mirrielees, who with Mrs.
play for the Foresters’ ball exclusively; vails, the plane should reach Paul’s Gladys J. Pierson, Garibaldi, Ore.
people culminated in the passage of
woodland home early Tuesday morn
i X Exponent from the Boseman cam C. F. Deiss, is in charge o f the affair.
during their week-end in Missoula.
Tbe freshmen led all other classes
the present pure food and drug bill
ing. On Wednesday, January 31, all by a large majority in representation
pus tells how tbs “ Grizzlies took it on Tickets are 25 cents per person.
— — ——
o f 1906.
eyes will be turned skyward, faith on the honor roll with 86. Their
the chin from the flashy Bllensburg
Dr. G. D. Shallenberger, Prof. H. G. 1
Koch, Missoula, Is Editor;
The present law, Dr. Bateman
fully watching for the return plane closest competitors were the sopho
Teachers, from Washington, to the
O’ Malley Featured; Feb. 8
Merriam and Coach B. F. Oakes han
pointed out, is based on foodstuffs de
that will bear the eventful answer.
tune of 34-26." They either forget to
Is Date of Issue
mores with 19 and the seniors who
dled the ticket sales at the Missoula
signed
for
interstate
shipping.
Pro
mention or chose to Ignore the game service clubs and reported fine sup
Many friends and well-wishers are Itotaled 17. There were IS juniors on
played last Friday night. On the same port. Darrell Parker, University de-i “ D-Incomplete,” a short story by visions o f the act permit no false ad
expected at the municipal airport at the Hate, two graduates and two unpage we do find, however, the admis bate coach, is business manager a n d l^ * ^ O’Malley, Butte, will be featured vertising to appear on the label ac
daybreah Monday, to bid the flyere j classified students,
sion that the “ Bobcats took it twice on in charge o f the ticket sales being “ weI1 “ man? ° % r entertaining companying the package but separate
godspeed and give them a hearty I To be eligible for the honor roll a
the nosa" from the Brigham Young carried on by students, faculty and (arMcles and stories in the second advertising cannot bq> regulated.
sendoff.
It la a foregone conclusion lstudent must have either a minimum
The new Tugwell bill which has yet Orchestra to Give Winter Quarter]
lineup.. We’d much rather J^e chinless townspeople.
. Issue o f The Growler, to : be. put oiy
that Paul will accept the tayttatioir. l,f an grade points with' an Index of
Program in Main Hall 4"hb
to fight its Walkthrough both houses
than noseless.
for there have been rumora that the (two. or a minimum of SO grade points
The deadline for the ticket •elllng' " 1' Eebrn“ rT 8 « *»« Student Store o f Congress is aimed at the ballyhoo
Sunday Afternoon
•
•
Blue Ox is being re-shod for the long j with an Index o f two and a half. No
contest will he S o'clock tonight. Tlck-|*nd nt ,h« Ubr» r5’' according to Stan o f modern food and drug advertising
UR apologies tor borrowing twice
trek. The “ Tree Toppers- Telegraph - student Is eligible It he has an “B“
d s and money should be turned in to I
Koch, editor o l t ie magasine.
and lends toward stricter regulation
The
University
Symphony
orchestra
from the same paper, but we
A frontispiece depicting impressions
has brought the news that Paul him- or an " f on his current record,
Mr. Parker at the gymnasium door.
o f foods and drugs as well as cos will give its winter quarter concert
couldn't overlook the editorial on an
self is greasing his boots and shining| The honor roll:
The winners will be announced after of tbe Foresters’ ball by one who has metics, hitherto unregulated.
In Main hall auditorium on Sunday his suspender buttons, so that he will
other page of the same Exponent
never
been,
panels
illustrating
the
Bartley, Kathleen C., Great Falls,
the specialty number.
Under the provisions o f this bill the afternoon at 4 o’clock. The soloist for
which urges a beard and a nonarticles and stories, and possibly a
be able to put forth his best appear- 43 , 2.69; Bates, Robert C., Great Falls,
Secretary o f Agriculture would be the occasion will be Mrs. Darrell
cosmetic campaign on the grounds
[|gallery o f famous people will be the
ance when he arrives on the Montana] 53 , 2.65; Beal. Audrey, C., Anaconda.
given the powe?- o f final arbitrator, Parker, pianist, wbo will play Mo
that “ if Victories can be had at Mis
pictorial features o f the second num
campns February 9.
36, 2.06; Borland, Alice B., Brady, 60,
thereby eliminating long court trials. zart’s Piano Concerto in D Minor, with
soula because of a beard and cosmetic
ber.
12.78; Blackmore, Lorna M„ Antelope,
"The
secretary
is
often
not
a
scientist
orchestral
accompaniment.
contest Montana State should be able
The newly revised staff is: editor,
37, 2.81; Bower, Vivian, Tarkio, 42%,
and the position usually changes
to win a conference championship
The program Is:
Stanley Kooh, Missoula; circulation
2.18; Browning, Bill F., Belt, 49, 2.68.
after a week or so of the same aban
I
manager. Allen Conrad, Laurel; as- hands every tour years,” said Dr.
Calhonn, Harriet E., Livingston,
don here.” We still fear one can't win
jsistauts, Jack Gary, Bozeman; John Bateman in criticizing this phase of Overture, The Caliph of Bagdad.......
42%, 2.18; Carter, Wilbert K „ Grey
the bill. “ This power should be vested | ---------- -— „ — ......... .— Boleldieu
a game on a bottle of Hair-More, and
Shenk, Erie, Pa.; art editor, Phil Pol
Cliff,
49, 2.88; Castles, Mary, Superior,
the Grizzlies certainly tronnced the
II
lard, Red Lodge; assistants, Lyle In a board of scientists who are free
43, 2.53; Caven, Arthur B., Miles City,
from political pressure.”
Bobcat grldsters. Thank you, Boze " V
Concerto
fo
r
Plano
In
D
Minor..Mozart
f\ tc n
»» r - i . r>
. Griffin, Inverness and Boyd Dahle,
39, 2.44; Cerise, Elma J., Klein, 43,
$
man, we realize yonr superiority.
Mrs. Parker (with orchestral accom
n i-L .
F!gh, , R eneW ed
Angeles, Calif
I A cton of Varied Experience Take 2.39; Clapp, Michael M., Missoula, 40,
* v •
With Increased Vigor,
I The Growler is .entirely a campus
paniment.)
2.00; Clark, John W., Missoula, 47,
Part In Play; 8 . Mansell
INCE the article Itself is reaching
Asserts Duff
publication, as all work is done on
2.76; Clemow, Joseph W., Billings, 42,
Has Lead
such popularity in the costuming i
IMinuet from Symphony in E F la t....
——
the campus and nearly all material
2.47; Cook, Edward G., Missoula, 41,
for halls and proms, let's learn some
Anyone caught walking on the grass is contributed by students or instruc-j
11
-------- Mozart
The cast of “The Wild Duck,’ ’ by 2.16; Corlell, Lewis L , Stanford, 86%,
thing about Gils word tiara, girls. by a Central Board, Bear Paw, Spur,{tors. The contents o f the magazine
j Kamenoi Ostrow.........
Rubensteln
Henrik Ibsen, tbe Montana Masquers 2. 21.
It Is, as you know, the term for the or M club member will be required (are mimeographed in the Stenographic
Hungarian Dance No. 6
Brahms
Duncan, Helen M., Missoula, 46,
major production for the winter quar
hair ornament designed like a crown to appear before Traditions committee bureau and the covers are printed and
IV
ter, is rehearsing daily in preparation 3.00; Ede, Geraldine, Poison, 46, 2.88;
or frontlet. Always accent the word for a hearing, it was decided at the stitched by the School o f Journalism
___ ______
(Concert Waltzes, “ Violets” ..Waldteufei for. Its presentation of the play on Epstein, Esther V.v Great Falls, 30,
on the second syllable. Webster’s Central Board meeting Tuesday. The Press,
Eight Acts Submit Tentative Plans, There will be no admission charge February 7, 8, 9 and 10. The cast 3.00; Fellbaum, Earl H., Hammer, So.
first choice for pronohnciation is just board also approved a plan whereby
-•
Others to Have Skits
land the public and students are in- comprises both new and old talent.
Dak., 48, 2.40; Fergus, Pamella J.,
as spelled with I as In ice, a as in ale/ preference will be given the non-tres*
vlted to attend.
Stafford Hansell, Athena, Ore., in A m elia, 36, 2 25; Gajan, Charles R.,
For Tryouts
and a as in co-ed's exclamation passers for any office which Central
H C 3 t
the role o f HJalmar Ekdal, a weak, Missoula, 87, 2.18; Gilbert, Vera R.,
when done with a short breath. The Board hue th . authority to deelgnate.
„
j Twelve ground have entered a ct. In
selfish, vain, bombastic idler who ] Clyde Park, 51, 2.55; Gladden, James
second choice is more like “ teara'1 'T h e recently approved -Keep o ff
the preliminaries for Var.lty Vodvll
lives
on the hope of an invention he W., Perma, 46, 2.88; Goble, Wood W.,
with e as In peach and both a’s like a the grasB- movement will allow Cm j
■
Itryonte, eight o f them having turned
Is always planning to make, has prob St. Ignatius 40, 2.00; Gould, Alberta
co-ed's exclamation, the first emitted tral Board to attack the problem from
“Economic Changes in 1988” Subject in their manuscripts and four having
ably the most difficult acting role in L., Livingston, 41. 2.66; Guthrie, M.
with a longer breath than the latterJ a different angle and with new zest,"
Of Informative Talk
signified their intentions of having
Ithe play. Hansell has had no previous Jane, Choteau, 46, 2.60.
said Ken Dnff, A. S. U. M. business
skits.
Haight, Lyle F „ Suffolk, 36, 2.25;
Serve
experience
in University theatricals,
j
Decorations
for
Foresters’
MACKS In London during the manager. “ It has come to the polntl H. K. Shell, professor in the De]
The following groups will partici
bat is doing well with a difficult part. Hancock, Frances V., Butte, 86, 2.67;
T o Thin Timber Growth
early nineteenth century.
Thej where students make a regular prac- partment o f Economics and Sociology,
pate in the tryouts: Alpha Chi Omega.
The part of Gregers Werle, as Hanson, Norman. Missoula, 44, 2.69;
spacious and $plendrous assembly tlce o f taking shortcuts across por- spoke on “ Economic Changes in 1983”
Alpha XI Delta, Kappa Delta, Kappa I
played by Robert Bates, Great Falls, Harrington. Florence, Butte, 61, 3.00;
rooms glittering with myriad lights Hons o f the lawns. If the condition at a joint meeting of Sigma Delta Chi
'Continued on Pan Three)
Kappa Gamma, Sigma Kappa, IndeThe W0Pk done each Vear b? the portrays a difficult transition from the
reflected in mirrors and polished sur is allowed to continue, short cuts will and Theta Sigma Phi, professional pendent women; Independent men, Phi ®cbo°* of Forestry students in prepstiff consclence-whipper of the first
faces, where >the merry English aris be used more than the walks are now. Journalistic fraternities for men and
Delta Theta, Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma aration tor lheir annual Foresters’ act, to the persuasive Idealist o f th<
tocracy bowed and curtsied its color If the new plan is not observed, Cen- women, Tuesday evening,
Chi, Sigma Nu, and the Students’ Co- bal1 is an aId ln the Preservation and latter acts. As an idealist bound to
ful way back and forth at some of the] trai Board will be forced to pass more
Mr. Snell enumerated several seri- operative.
There will be approxi- lu*-l,re growth o f the national and
most elaborate balls in the history of drastic measures to combat the nuls- ous problems that faced President mately two weeks for practice before * ^ e forests. Prof. Fay Clark stated save a family from its own illusions,
Bates has a chance to use the ability
London society. Here in 1815 the *nc*Roosevelt when he came into office the tryouts which are to be held Feb- ^ ^ r d a y .
he has shown in other Masquer’ pro
famous quadrille of six-eight and two“ Since paddling was discontinued, last March. The bank question was ruary 10. Costumes and scenery are
The trees -that are cut to he used ductions, notably. “The Front Page,”
four time was first introduced, andl numerous plans have been tried but one o f the most prominent. For the
not necessary for the tryouts, as they ** decorations in the men’s gym- last quarter, and last year, “ Dr.
Collection Is “ The Best Shown Here
here it began its ascent to popularity! have met with failure because o f the first time in the history of the United
were in former years. Only a sketch •nasium are especially picked so that Knock.” “The Truth About Blayds”
In Some Time,” Says
Honored guests watched and tried! Individual student’s lack o f pride in States a bank holiday was declared,
giving the general design is turned in [they will not ruin the natural beauty and “ R. U. R.”
C. H. Riedell
and took It with them back to the his own school. Publishing names o f Of the 80,000 banks in existence at
with the manuscript
[of the forests. The cutting of these
Old
Ekdal,
whose
part
is
played
by
States. Gay and inspiring, it was the offenders failed because we have too that time, about 15,000 o f them have
“ From the enthusiasm shown so far, trees is merely a thinning process, the Manzer Griswold, Helena, is a dis
A
collection
of more than fifty oils,
step which the pioneers took with many egotists on the campus. It is re-opened. However, many of these
and from the excellence and origin- trees being taken from the thickest graced and senile army officer finding pen and ink sketches, water colors
them as they pushed on to each new my sincere hope that the attitude has ( banks merged and some failed. Proality Of the scripts turned in to me,’’ growths and thus making more grow- refuge in drink and bis Uluslonary and original lithographs arrived here
frontier. In their use the dance lost changed and that when visitors leave jfessor Snell said that Montana has
said Manager Dick Shaw, “ I am sure In* room for the remaining trees. The attic forest. Griswold has had no pre Wednesday afternoon on its tour o i
its original elaborate and complex the State University campus, it will had a 60 per cent banking failure,
that Varsity VodvII is going to be a boughs that are cut are taken from vious Masquer experience, but took the western st§tes, and Is now on ex
steps but never its gaiety and grace. not be with a conception o f a iabyother problems confronting Roose- show that will be well worth seeing.” especially heavy trees and are pruned
|part iu the Little Theatre tournameut hibit in the Department o f Fine Aria.
At the Frontier and Midland dance rintta pf trails.”
veil included Industrial revival, money
—" 1— —
j. much the same as a fruit tree is contest of 1983.
[it is a varied group of works, all
tonight students will recall the spirit
1 1 ■■■
and credit, international trade, railMOUNTAINEER TRIP
pruned to better the growth of the
Mary Frances Hardin, Whitehall, In structurally modern, and done by a
o f those pioneers by presenting in cos
NOTICE
roads, liquor control and many NRA
tree.
} the part of Hedvlg, plays the role of colony of painters from all sections
tume the quadrille so characteristic
-]
problems such as the small versus the
A trip to the Hayes Creek slide on
This work In selecting the proper a young girl who will sacrifice any of the country who are living in
of their happy hours.
It Is absolutely necessary that the!large business, the inefficient versus Blue mountain Is the event scheduled trees is also beneficial to the students
thing to make her father, HJalmar Boulder, Colo. They are known as
directors o f Varsity VodvII acts meet the efficient business, wage problems, on the Mountaineers’ calendar for as It gives them actual experience in
Ekdal, happy. Miss Hardin also ap the "Pioneers,” and each year send
Richard Schneider and Maurice in the Little Theatre todayat 5 o’ clock how to plan production, public conJanuary 28. It will be a ski trip.
the forests. By this work the men peared in the Little Theatre tourna out an exhibit.
Wed tun, State University graduates, to discuss dates for tryouts and other trol. financing and taxation as well
The Mountaineers will leave the learn much concerning the proper ment in 1932.
It reminds me of a section of the
left Thursday for Glasgow where they business that must be completed at as many others,
Yankee cafe at about 9 o'clock Sunday thinning and pruning methods in the
Cast In the subordinate parts are World's Fair exhibit,” said Prof. C.
will be employed. Schneider will re once*
..
morning. Mary Jo Persblna o f the preservation o f forests.
both experienced and new actors, car H. Riedell, “and the best exhibit that
sume work on the Glasgow Courier
■
------------—1■■■■—
Mabelle Willard will spend Sunday Forest Service will act as leader. Stu, - . , _ ■’
rying the tradegy tinged with satirical; has been here for some time. There
end Wedum will enter business with
Mulford Crutchfield will spend the in Helena visiting Mr. and Mrs. George dents who plan to go ou the trip are
Maxine Fowler will spend the week- drama to a full and smooth perform-; are some unusual and some very good
his father.
week-end in Billings.
Huber.
asked to call Miss Persblna.
end with friends in Great Falls.
numbers among them.”
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THE

T h e M ontana K aim in
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students o f the State
University o f Montana
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act o f
Congress, March 8, 1879
Subscription price, $2.50 per year________________
Printed by the School o f Journalism Press
6t>
J. STANLEY HI L L,,. . ' - i . —.— — .. .. -....... Editor
MABELLE W ILLARD........ ...
________ Assistant Editor
ROBERT B. JONES.......... ---------------....---------------- Business Manager

Come Elmer-Wise Up
Well-known psychologists such as Gates, Seashore and Warren put
forth the statement that thirty minutes o f concentrated study followed
by a brief period o f rest is more profitable than sixty or even forty-five
o f continuous work. The human mind, they claim, needs rest and re
laxation after such a period o f application. And after it has received
renewed strength, more thoughts can be impressed and retained than
if the mind is kept busy for a longer time.
It is surprising, when one does a little observing and asks questions,
to see how many students have practically no plan or systematic pro
cedure in studying.
By the time an individual reaches college age (which is after he has
attended school approximately twelve years) he should quite reason
ably be expected to know how to study. Yet, very many d o not. Act
ually, some o f them don’ t know how to read and understand. Ex
periments by these same psychologists show this to be true, as well
as the fact that some cautious ones overleam, to their detriment. Few
practice the valuable method o f self-recitation and systematic review.
They regard going to school, the school proper, as a series o f lessons,
to be gotten just enough to get by. They forget the fact that every
day o f school means approximately ten dollars in hard cash to be taken
advantage o f or to be wasted. Others skim blithely through the lessons
for the day, worry a little, and then cram for several hours at the
quarter’s end. Some study hours one night and waste away the next.
The general attitude can easily be seen by observation o f the school
attenders in classes, in the library, around the campust and by en
gaging in conversation with a few.
In every organization which is successful or.is on its way to success,
there must be good management. The clerks in a store can’ t com e one
day and lay off work the next nor can they drift lazily along during
the day’s employment — not and get by for very long. Common sense
tells us that. Our own bodies must be kept in systematic order or we
suffer the consequences.
Presumably college students go to school to learn, to prepare them
selves for their life work, to work toward success, in whatever way
they may spell the word. Why in the world, then, don’ t they put a
little system and planning, and a little work, into their studying? Bluffs
and cheats can’ t get very far in this hard-headed old world. Some
college students ought to get wise to themselves!

An Extracurricular Success Or—?
What is the good, if any, and what is the harm, which there un
doubtedly is, in the college system which molds students into extra
curricular successes and scholastic stragglers or failures?
T o the student in his first year o f college, the one way o f estab
lishing his identity is to climb to a place in the extracurricular sun. Is
there a' real value in neglecting one’ s studies to becom e a prominent
man in campus politics, the theater or in sports?
There is an undoubted value in extracurricular work in that it rounds
o f f the sharp edges and tempers the raw material o f which a great
many students consist when they first crash the gates o f higher
learning.
But, after all, college is meant for the acquisition o f academic
knowledge, and, if the student is pressed b y his fraternity affiliations
or the desire to fill up his activity list, when and if he graduates, he will
relegate his studies to the background because he can d o nothing else.
Is there a remedy? We would like to suggest that students temper
both the books and the activities, depending upon which way they
lean, as a great deal o f harm can result from the application o f one’ s
entire self to one college angle, to the exclusion o f all others.

Are You Just a Football Fan?
We spend most o f our time as loyal students o f the State University,
cheering and acclaiming the deeds o f Varsity athletic teams and heroes,
but the one energetic athlete on the campus that does need support
and encouragement is passed by unheeded. While the names o f foot
ball, basketball and track luminaries are on the tongues o f every stu
dent, that individual who competes in the minor sports and intramural
athletic contests receives no mention.
True, the major sport followers are the ones who make the institu
tion known in other localities, but why not give the little fellow a
boost? Every year, hundreds o f students here devote their time and
ability to the promotion o f boxing, wrestling, swimming, tennis and
golf. Despite this, only a few o f these individuals receive any glory.
W e recognize the champions to an extent, but we forget the majority
o f the participants who “ took it on the chin** to make the champions
known.
Boxing eliminations for the finals o f the M club tournament start
at the gym today, and several* score o f students will be meeting each
other for a chance to win fame and glory before the student crowds.
Yet, how many o f you will be watching those fights, cheering the
underdog or lending encouragement to your favorites? They are giv
ing their best, so that you may be entertained by the finest competition
at the final matches. They are helping you ; why don’ t you help them?
It is not only a question o f helping the other fellow when you watch
the elimination matches, for there is plenty o f good entertainment to
be offered. The title challengers fight their hardest, hoping to make
the better showing and so advance farther. No slow, dry fights are
seen at the gym during the trials, and fans are sure to appreciate the
efforts o f the fighters.
The basketball team is away, there are no other major sports lo
take your attention, so com e out and “ give the boys a hand” while
they are in the ring.
Why is entertainment nowadays so lowbrow, you ask? Because
while the highbrows are explaining what they don't like, the lowbrows
are paying for what they like.
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Man at the Keyhole
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, January 26
Frontier D an ce.............................................................. Men’s Gymnasium
Saturday, January 27
Delta Gamma ..................................................................................Formal
Kappa D e lta .................................................................................... Fireside
Delta Sigma Lambda ...................................................................... Formal
Sigma Phi E psilon ...........................................................................Fireside

Co-eds Win
Dr-H .F. Ward
To Speak Here
High Honors
Next Thursday
In R i f i e r y Failure to Get MK!ag Henry Till*
Causes Change la Plans
Of Committee
University Women’s Rifle Team
Places First in Garden City
Dr. Harry F. Ward* author o f
Range Matches
Economic Morality," printed In

"Oar
1929,
and "W hich Way Religion," in 1080,
both of which were accepted by the
Religious Book-of-the-Month club, and
a recent book written after a year In
Russia, “ In Place o f P rofit/’ will
speak to students of the State Uni*
versity o f Montana Thursday evening,
February 1, in Main hall adultorlum.
Students will be admitted upon pres*
entatlon o f their A. 8 . 17. M. books.'
Townspeople wishing to attend wilt be
charged 25 cento.
As "The Private Life of Ring Henry
Y III" was not available, according to
word received by Dick Shaw, chair
man o f the Outside Entertainment
committee, the committee has secured
Dr. Ward. Also as Dr. Ward’s guar
antee amounts only to 825, leaving
$475 from last quarter's and this quar
ter’s subsidy, the committee on out
side entertainment expects to bring
other features, depending upon how
much the guarantee is, to the State
University.
Alfred Atkinson, president of Mon
tana State College, has offered to pay
part of Dr. Ward’s expenses if he will
speak at the State College. From Mis
soula, Dr. Ward plans to go to Helena,
Bozeman, Miles City and then to SL
Paul.
The Outside entertainment com
mittee consists of chairman, Dick
Shaw, Missoula; Annie Evans, Round-

The University Women’s Rifle team
was high winner in the Garden City
rifle match which was concluded last
Sponsored by the Frontier and Midland magazine, the Frontier night at the R. 0 . T. C. rifle range.
University men placed fifth with a
dance will make its debut on the campus tonight. Besides the dance score of 1,527. The winners had a
in the men’s gymnasium there will be a card party at Corbin hail, total score of 1,591.
where Mrs. Martha Turney-High will act as hostess. Prof, and Mrs. Sergeant John Carlson of Company
Edmund Freeman will be host and+________
__
-•
A, Fort Missoula, won the medal for
hostess at the dance. Music Is to be)
Bd Y A L E , JR .
individual honors of the evening as
furnished by Buck Stowe’s orchestra.
well as the gold medal for being high
Delta Gamma and Delta Sigma
SEEN THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
jin all positions. Thomas Russell of
Ithe Garden City Rifle club, pressed
Bob White walking with Janice Lambda are entertaining at formal*
ICarlson for first place.
Koppe • • • Ellen Hiller resting in the .tomorrow night and Kappa Delta and
I The team places as follow s: Univer
North hall infirmary . . . Mel Maury I Sigma Phi Epsilon at firesides. Chap
sity women, 1,591; Garden City No. 1,
wondering where his text book went erons at the Delta Gamma formal,
1,586; Company A, Fort Missoula,
. . . Rath Wold looking forward' to which is being given at the house in
honor
of
the
pledges,
will
include
Mrs.
1,578; Forest Service club, 1,567;
? ? ? . . . Red Davison throwing away
Blanche
Whitham,
Prof,
and
Mrs
University men, 1,527; Company C,
cigarette butts that would make a
1,464; Company B, 1,430; American
banker look sick . . . Helen Margaret Harry Turney-High, Mr. and Mrs.
Legion, 1,865.
Lowery looking through the other side Tom Swearingen, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
mie
Murphy
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
The members of the co-ed team
o f the Keyhole . . . Bob Rickert en
Peterson.
Junior
Dean’s
orchestra
ranked as follows: Madeline Bonner,
joying the company o f about fifty for
Whitefish, 272; Virginia Bode, Butte,.
tunate females . . . Jane Adaml hol will play. The Delta Sigma Lambda
lering for Flora Horsky . . • Car No. formal will be held at the Masonic
One of the most famous tales abhut 271; Florence Jones, Missoula, 264;
Washington 40-459 needing a license temple with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Paul Bunyan and his loggers is one Eleanor Potter, Greenough, 263; Nellie
Cogswell
and
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Leon
for registered taxi business . . . Herb
known as "The Year of the Great Hot Spaulding, Eureka, 261; Lucille LtndVan Baser lollygogging in the Student Richards acting as chaperons. Lewis Winter.’’ This is probably a true gren, Brock way, 260.
Store . . . Morris McCollum returning Gomavitz and his orchestra will sup western story. It seems -that Bunyan
to work after a week’s absence . . . ply the music. Kappa Delta is having and his crew .were logging in Missouri
University Basketball Team leaving as chaperons Mrs. C. Avery and Prof, one winter before they moved to the
for Butte with only two members with and Mrs. G. D. Shalienberger. Nat coast. They were sliding their logs
their hair combed . . . Montague Smith Allen will play. Music at the Sigma down an ice chute which stretched
getting on the ;Hbncjr Roll somehow Phi Epsilon fireside will be furnished almost across the state. It became so
. . . George Bolleaa leaving his brief by Day Waite and his orchestra.
hot that the ice cakes turned into Pharmacy Student, Accept Honorary I " 1*’ ‘ nd ‘ Uc,1*rd Ormeboe ,H.n«on.
case at home . . . Anne Eekford going
steam and logging became impossible,
Fraternity Bids; Society
At the Sororities and Fraternities
in for men’s hats . . . Bill Blaskovlch
so Bunyan set out to seek adventure.
Purposes Discussed
PRESBYTERIAN STUDENTS
Rod Clarke and Leonard Marsh
walking slowly, very, very slowly
On Puget Sound he built a canoe by
- '■_____ ■ I
PLAN SUNDAY PROGRAM
Around the campus . . . Bill Hoskins were Wednesday dinner guests at the hollowing out a large tree. He set
Kappa Psi, men’ s national pharm
and George Burks catching up on Phi Delta Theta house.
sail but ran aground in the Carribean aceutical
University students o f the Presby
society,
pledged
seven
their Spanish over a hamburger (I
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was sea. The Blue Ox was called upon
pharmacy students at its meeting in terian church will have charge of the
said A hamburger) . . . Virginia a Thursday dinner guest at the Delta to pull the boat loose. Babe tugged
Science hall Tuesday evening, Don 11 o’clock service next Sunday, that
Crutchfield figuring out some way to Delta Delta house.
and pulled so hard that all the chains Hurt, Trout Creek, president, said day being "Young People’s Day" in
get a free coke . . . Wllamet Matson
Dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha |were broken. Drifting ocean sand
yesterday. The entire meeting was that church.
coping with a tough situation.
Theta house Thursday Included Jose began to cover the canoe until finally
Those to take part in the service
phine Wilkins, Virginia Rigtfey, Dor our present country o f Cuba was given over to a discussion of the pur are Ruth Ambrose, Fired Benson, Dor
poses o f the society.
Poor Jo-Jo, if you had but seen what othy Powers and Evelyn Myrdal.
formed.
cas
Reach, Scott Kiser. William
Those who pledged Kappa P bI are
I did. She was there all the time.
An Informal tea for actives, pledges
• • *
_ jWIckee and Virginia Wilcox, |||||
Jake Baker, Manhattan; Don Colew,I
and guests was held at the Alpha
|Livlngston; Robert Hall. Stevensvllle; |®°u,* ; Clement Spicher, Hingham, and
We think it is a good idea, this SorBuilding Crater Lake
Delta Pi house Wednesday afternoon.
ority-Praternity exchanging dinner
This story reflects something of the Oliver Lien, Brockton; Hubert Mur- **a8on Melvin, Opbeim.
Richard Armellng and John Grapliy, Circle; James Vicars, Livingston,
At 0,8 10 ° 'c,ock meeting of the
guests. Won’t it be nice when we
velle were Wednesday dinner guests north westerner’s scorn and contempt
and Walter Waite, Stanford.
University group, Mrs. H. T. Stong
fellows can go to breakfast at the
for California and Californians.
at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
,.
Iwill speak on “ Your Destination,”
sweet woman’s house?
Delta Sigma Lambda announces the I camped one year by Crater lake, in
Henry Larom, ’32, is putting on
the State o f Oregon,
pledging o f Julian Scheytt o f Maud|REE COKE SECTION
And there I met a pioneer who lived radio plays for an advertising concern
low.
,
Today’s FREE COKE goes to CHAR.
in New York City. His work consists I
by trap and gun.
Frances Smith was a Sunday din
LOTTE RUSSELL for having the
SPON * EDWARDS
And
often o f an evening by the camp of both acting and directing.
ner guest at the Delta Delta Delta
courage to forget her position long
fire’s ruddy light,
house.
| T R A IL B A R B E R S H O P
enough to bodily throw an unruly In
the Columbia river through;
Tuesday dinner guests at the Sigma He told me how the West was made
~~I Com er Higgins and Broadway
truder out on his first appearance In
and o f great men of m ight
He said the Blue Ox braced his feet
Nu house included Roy Babich, Milton
the Law building.
He
told
me
o
f
the
two
Joe
McFrdus,
and
came
within
a
dime
Popovich and George Vucanovich.
the one whose name was Pete,
Of pulling California loose from its
Mrs. G. W. Duncan was a Tuesday
CODE OF ETHICS
sonny clime.
dinner
guest at the Kappa Alpha And how he labored for bis board to
To me, Philosophy seems to be
get enough to ea t
And he swore 'twas true as gospel,:
Theta house.
A simple Bort o f study,
And
also
o
f
the
Terrible
Swede
who
that day the "Native 8on”
The Mothers’ club of. Delta Sigma
And Aristotle, the mighty Greek
gloried in a brawl,
Had first come down from out the!
Lambda met at the house Tuesday
To me is a mere nobody.
One day he fought the riot squad and
evening.
trees to see what could be done.
Psychology’s too, a shallow thing
licked them one and alL
Well, Bunyan listened to their wail,
A buffet supper was held at the
As easy as can be,
and checked his ox o f blue,
Phi Sigma Kappa house Monday. The But master o f the mighty men he |
And if you never study
loved to tell the best,
Then staking down the southern end
guests were Leonard Nelson and Har
You can easily draw a D
The tales of old Paul Bunyan and how
had pulled the range in two.
old Lewis.
You will love our perk little
. . . or F
he
built
the
W
est
Then when he finished up his job he
The Phi Delta Theta Mothers’ club
frocks o f fine-knitted fabrics In
just
pulled up the stake.
He
told
o
f
how
he
built
the
Sound,
entertained
at
a
tea
at
the
house
Sat
But to me a study very deep
all the gay new shades o f the
and how once on a spree
And water ran Into the hole and there
urday afternoon.
season.
That will set one’s brain awhirl
was Crater lake.
Orville Skones was a luncheon guest He dug the Strait of Bering to drain
Is to concentrate and try to learn
Clever neck lines with Asoot
the
Arctic
sea.
Now
you
can
take
this
tale
or
not,
he
the Delta Sigma Lambda house
The^ Moods o f the modern girl.
tie and embroidery trims, wood
And how he split the old Cascades, j
swore that it was true,
Thursday.
—Exchange.
en buttons and the new lowered
and by the way, said he,
And I don’t think he’d lie to me while
Wednesday dinner guests at the
shoulder ore features of these
lovely models.
Now if every one of you children Phi Sigma Kappa house included Wil “That reminds me of this very lake
drinking my home brew.
will keep your eyes open this week liam Krueger and Bob Rutherford,
and how it came to be.”
end, especially on Sunday, I’m sure
William Harris and Julian Scheytt And so he smoked of my cigars and
that you will be able to see the Little were guests at the Delta Sigma Lamb
sampled my home brew,.
Man; Remember, look for the green da house for dinner Tuesday.
And told the. tale about the lake and
Drop In for a bite to eat. Try ;
rain coat and ten gallon hat.
swore that it was true.
Marion Morse was a guest at the
glass of beer with one of
Delta Gamma house for dinner Tues He said it was the very time when
our hamburgers.
If Eddie Astie was here I’m positive day.
Bunyan pulled in two
that he would call him a "Hogan.”
The Missoula Club
June Day, Katheryne Borg, Dorothy The Cascade Mountains and thus let
Root and Helen Margaret Lowery
THINGS I REMEMBER
were dinner guests at the Kappa members o f the following fraternities
Remember when Bob Towle used to Kappa Gamma house Wednesday.
and sororities will be guests of honor:
be snch a good (?) crooner? Well, I
Judy Latta, Barbara Harris, Betty Sigma Kappa, Alpha Phi, Alpha XI
do. And the funny thing was that Barnes, Montana Werts, Grace Parker, Delta, Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Phi
Charlie Stroup either didn’t like Bob’s Ruth Perham, Betty Robinson and Epsilon and Sigma Alpha Epsilon.]
Brand new styles In snappy
singing or else he didn’t have a par Kay Thrall kill were Thursday dinner Those from Corbin and South balls
PROMPTLY MADE
Sport Oxfords—>
ticular taste for any music. One day guests at the Kappa Kappa Gamma are also invited.
We can duplicate that broken
he invited Bob up to his room and told house.
lens or repair that damaged
Virginia Bode was the dinner guest
frame with a minimum of delay.
him that he just simply Adored listen
Kappa Kappa Gamma announces o f Nan Divel on Wednesday.
ing to him sing and "would he please the pledging o f Betty Roe o f Dillon.
Margaret Hight was the Wednesday
come out In the hall and sit on the
Bettle Williams has withdrawn from dinner guest of Helen Trask.
stairs and sing loud enough to attract school and returned to her home in
the attention of all the roomers.” .Bob Helena.
Corbin Hall
120 East Broadway
o f course was delighted and immedi |Alpha Xi Delta announces the
Mrs. Groff o f Victor is visiting her
ately launched an attack that actually pledging o f Isabel Houghton o f Dillon. daughter, Helen, at Corbin hall this
smelled to high heaven because o f his
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was week-end.
inability to hit the right notes on the the Wednesday dinner gnest at the
Ada Wood o f Stevensville is spend
ukelele. Everything was going along Alpha Phi house.
ing the week-end at her home.
fine us far as Bob was concerned till
Marion Dahlberg, Esther Lents and
Mary Emmett was the guest of HarJimmie Brown, pre-warned as to what Marion Morse were Thursday dinner let Calhoun Thursday noon.
TODAY and SATURDAY!
TODAY and SATURDAY 1
to do, quite, calmly poured a tub full guests at the Alpha Phi house.
Eleanor MacDonald was the Wed-1
o f water on the unsuspecting songster. ^Wednesday dinner guests at. the pesday dinner guest of Dorothy Miller.
Everything would have worked out Sigma Chi house were Ray Whitcomb,
With a Great New Star
1 hi
Just as Stroup expected bad not Bob, Jay Kurts and Malcolm 8totts.
undaunted, broke into strains of
MARGARET SULLAVAN
“ The Frontier
“Singing in the Rain."—The local
North Hall
— Ami —
Marshal”
police just prevented two University
Caroline McDaniel 'was the dinner
JOHN BOLES
A Cyclone of Action end
students from throwing something guest of Ruth Perham Wednesday
Romance!
Picked As Owe of the 10 Best
—
- ——~ ~ —=— —
heavy into the Missoula river. When evening.
Pictures of 1933
COMING SUNDAY!
inspected, the "something" turned out
Anna Bea Tilzey was the Wednes
to be a singer.
day. dinner guest o f Katheryn Mlm-j
= = = = = ^ ^
LEW AYRES in
COMING SUNDAY!
4 ir
~
naugh.
Visit IJs at the New
Clifford Gribble, Lewistown, who
Mrs. Groff was the dinner guest of
Hammond-Arcade Building
“ D inneratEight”
graduated from the School o f Law in her daughter, Clayetta, on Wednesday.
Host- Talked About Picture In
’ "
11
■" ■
1931, visited the campus last Wednes
Modem Beauty School
Donna Hoover was the Wednesday
Two Years!
lOc Always 2 5 c
day. Gribble was on his way to Gene dinner guest o f Virginia Graybeal.
Phone 4502
see, Idaho.
At a tea given at North hall Sunday,

PAUL BUNYAN

FABLES

Kappa Psi Pledge
Is Taken by Seven

Qualified Service

Just the Thing
For the Co-ed’s
Spring Wardrobe

A fter the Show

$ 9.95

H A IN E S ’
S ty le S h o p

O ptical Repairs

N o w ...

„

$ 3.95

B ARN ETT
Optical Co.

NEW WILMA

“OnlyYesterday”

SPECIAL

Permanent Waves
$ 1.95 «""*

H A IN E S ’
Brown^L1Shoe Store

RIALTO

George O ’Briei
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Boxers Open Work May Start
Fifteen Cubs Phi Delta Theta
Sporty Vents
Grizzlies A re in Form
On Student Union
Maintains Lead
Prelim Bouts
Selected
The 1934 Grizzlies are well on the; A r e
Early in March
In Hoop League
To Humble Orediggers
way to being one o f the more suc
cessful teams put out at this in
That Bids May
In Basketball 'Hamptons Tarn Back Sigma Chit For M C lu b,residentOpenHopeful
B y Impressive Margin stitution,
and have a chance to set an1
on Construction
gig Eps Win Two Samos
all-time record in the number of!
games won during a basketball sea Freshman Squad Hits Butte High

Brown and Erickson Lend Montana Storeri in Win Over Minen
son.
While Tobin Is Best for Losers; Leaders Are Ahead
o-o
Most o f Time for 47-37 Triomph
Records show that the most games

And A. T. 0 . One

Tonight in First Game
O f Season

Elimination Matches Will Decide
Opponents fo r Champions

Next Month

With work on the proposed Student
Phi Delta Theta turned back the
In Tournament
Union building being temporarily de
Sigma Chi threat, 24-11, last night to
continue unchecked in its quest for
Left hooks, right Jabs and upper layed awaiting the settlement of a
Fresh from a practice contest with the Interfraternity basketball cham cuts will be the order o f the day this bond purchasing agreement. President
ever won during one year were 18.
Coach Lewandowski’s Dream sqnad, pionship. Sigma Phi Epsilon walloped afternoon at the men’s gymnasium C. H. Clapp has received a telegram
Piling up a huge first-period lead and coasting to victory in the This year’s squad has triumphed in
the State University freshman basket
second half with a substantial margin, the Montana Gnzzly basketball eight games out of eleven, and the ball squad left this morning for Butte Sigma Nn, 22-17, and Phi Sigma when the first bouts of the M clnb from Colonel Waite, deputy PWA ad
men have 16 games left on their
Kappa, 26-11, to remain In the race. eliminations take place, bringing to-j ministrator, who reports that the
quint successfully invaded the School o f Mines last night and came
schedule, so they have a good chance where they will tangle with the Butte Alpha Tau Omega’g attack crumbled gether challengers to the boxing bonding contract is now being pre
away with a 47-3 7 triumph over the Orediggers. The Grizzlies, play- to -pass the 13 mark In wins.
high school quint tonight
Coach under a determined Sigma Alpha Ep crowns now held by State University t pared and should be in the mail with
Bunny Oakes selected 16 men yester silon onslaught in the second half and students. The matches will be under in the next few days.
lug the first of three games while on$o-o
■ and the Miners, who bad a few more
their trip, gained a substantial claim
day, and these men will be on the needed an overtime period to emerge the direction of Boh Prendergast,
**1 am very hopeful that the adver
the 1934 state hoop title, this being Iattempts, sinking nine of their gitt| Speaking of winning records, Notre squad tonight when they play at
State University bantam champ and tising for bids can begin next month
ahead, 38-33.
Dame has hung up an amazingly large
the seeond victory oyer the Miners, allots,j
Butte.
S.
P.
E.s
Take
Phi
SIgs
physical
education
instructor.
with
the actual construction work be
Brown Leads Tossers
number o f victories without having
The Cubs are a potentially powerful
Four Butte men were in the starting
Lockridge and Taylor, S. P. E.
Two adore boxers
will
trade ing started probably by March 1,”
Jimmy Brown, Grizzly forward who been defeated, and that team seems squad, bnt they lack the necessary ex
lineup for the Grizslies as they got
sharpshooters, scoring nine and 10 punches during the next three weeks said President Clapp yesterday.
was playing againat old teammates likely to go on to be one of the strong perience as this will be the first com
ready for the opening tip-off, these
points respectively, had no trouble to determine challengers for the
C. J. For bis, architect, is working
est quintets in the country.
petitive game o f the season. The cubs with the aid of a nicely organized championships, the winners meeting
men playing against old teammates and for familiar fans, was again the
o-o
on a new set of detailed plans follow
leading toeser for the Grizzlies, mak
have
been
practicing
for
some
weeks,
and before a familiar crowd. The
passing attack on the part of their the top-rung leather-pushers in the ing the general construction style
Wyoming
university
in
the
Rocky
ing 18 points to lead the scorers o f
but until a few days ago, the squad
biggest Mining City crowd to watch a
Mountain conference also has an en- numbered half a hundred every day. teammates in subduing an erratic and final tournament to be held in Febru adopted recently by the executive
hoop contest this year saw the Miners, both teams. His running mate. Bill
distinctly off-form Phi Sig team, ary.
Prendergast will referee the groups of the faculty, alumni and stu
Erickson, who is also a Butte product, lable record. The Cowboys have won Coach Oakes cut the squad to 27 men,
confident and in form, start out with
matches, which will consist of two dent committees, Mr. Forbis is hope
complemented his Shooting by con 46 straight games on their home court, and yesterday selected his team for 26-17.
a 6*8 lead. With everything looking
|minute and a half rounds to a de ful o f completing the plans by the end
S. P. E* (26)
Pill SIgs (11)
verting 11 points and rustling the ball never having been defeated by a visit the trip. Plenty, o f talent is in the
rosy for the home club, they started
-------Hendon (2); cision. In case of draws, the bouts o f the week so that they may be placed
ing team since they started the win squad, but the men have not had the Taylor (10)...
missing setups, and from that time on in good style. Heller and Dahlberg
" Forward
will go into an extra round.
on display in the President’s office
ning streak.
opportunity to play together and ob Kent (6) _________— .......Honnold (2)
the Grizslies held the lead. The Min alternated at center and showed np
All members of the boxing classes where anyone interested may examine
o-o
well, while Reynolds and Hileman
tain
the
smoothness
and
precision
ers blew up tri the first half and were
will take part in the eliminations, and and criticize them.
Forward
The
Grlzslles
seem
to
have
as
good
behind l>, » *1-1* margin at th . end both Played strong game, at the guard
that is necessary.
Lockridge (9) ........................... Bischoff the matches will be part of their reg | “As soon as the bond contracts for
positions until they were lost on fouls, a basketball club as any of the coast
Butte high school has a strong club,
o f the period.
ular class work. In addition to the proposed projects at University units
Center
Holloway and Rhlnehart taking their teams this year. Coach LewandowskPs although the Mining City team has
Rally at Half
English (2) ............------ — ..........Gilboe class' members, several newcomers are received from Washington, D. C.,
men
dropped
a
thriller
here
to
Idaho,
places with powerful defensive play
been beaten several times this season.
Guard
are working out daily, and will take the State Board of Education will act
Coming back with the start of the ing.
losing by a 39.27 margin, and the The squad is composed of new men,
J a ck son ....—........ .-..............Furlong (7) part in the bouts. This class Includes upon them so that the money may be
second half, the Miners played in
Big Tom Tobin, the elongated Miner Idaho Vandals have been doing big and very few veterans will be in the
a few promising fighters who will made available and the calls for bids
Guard
spirational ball and showed an ad
sharpshooter who played both guard things in the conference ever since,
lineup. In spite o f this, Coach Dahl
8. P. E. substitutes—Downey, Wil make a strong bid for the titles.
vantage rfrer the visiting d u b for a.
o-o
issued,’’ Dr. H. H. Swain, executive
and center positions last night, found
berg has developed a powerful aggre
The first round matches this after secretary of the Greater University of
cox. Phi Sig— Gits, M oholt
while. Gallant, Walsh and Tobin
Dopeaters picked Oregon, Oregon
gation that will make plenty of
his shooting eye to lead the Miners
noon will be held at 4 o’clock. Bob Montana, located in Helena, said last
A. T. 0. Wins Overtime
looped several to bring the Orediggers
State,
Washington
and
Washington
in tallying with 13 points. Tobin was
trouble for the Cubs.
Alpha Tau Omega functioned nicely Tweto hits Earl Dunahay in a bantam
up to within five points of the leaders
State to lead the circuit this season,
the best player in the Oredigger line
The fifteen men who made the trip for the first half to have a 22-10 lead weight struggle; Tom Case meets Tuesday.
with approximately six minutes left to
up, and carried the fight to the Griz but Idaho put the Cougars ont o f the are: Mark Waddell, Darby; Sid Smith, over the S. A. E.s, bnt allowed their Robertson Dailey In the middleweight
play. With the score 87-42 against
race, and went on to defeat the strong
Scobey; Milton Popovich, Leonard defense to be riddled by Higham and division; Bill Cochran and Pat Gits
zlies all through the game. Ray Gal
DONNELL IN PORTLAND
them, they again slumped as Gallant
lant and Erick Erickson played strong Oregon club. So, it would seem that Noyes, Roy Babich, Butte; Karl Conk
Smith, Sig Alph forwards, in the sec tangle in a featherweight match, and
and Walsh left the game on fouls games at their forward posts, but Montana could do well against any of
lin, Manhattan; George Rathert, Wolf ond stanza. The regular playing time George Niewoehner is paired with
Harvey Donnell, an ex-student of
along with Hileman and Reynolds,
failed to connect in their usual style. the competition on the coast,
Point; George Kapinos, Kalispell: ended with the score tied at 82 all, Dally in the welterweight class.
the School of Pharmacy, is now em
and the Grizzlies went away to pits Walsh, tall pivot man, was one o f the
o-o
Walter Keith ley. Miles City; Bob when Carpino, 8. A. E. sub, sank a
Several titles were left open this ployed at Nan's pharmacy in Portland,
Up the 47-37 win by the end o f the
Students at the Iowa State college
|Miners' sparkplugs until he left the
Higham, Belfry; Walt Nelson, Bear basket and a free throw In the final year, some of the champions retiring, Ore. Mr. and Mrs. Donnell now make
are soon going to the polls to vote on
game.
’ |
game on personals.
Creek;
Shirley
Lund,
Missoula; seconds. Smith went out on personals and some not coming back to school. their home at 7625 Southeast Eigh
proposed compulsory activity tee
The game was quite rough, and each
George Wamsiey, Charlo; Willis Has at the start o f the overtime period, In most of these divisions, the semi- teenth avenue.
This game was the second won by
that will go for the promotion o f ath
team lost two men on personal fou ls.!
kell, Glendive, end Bill Hirst, Billings. and the weakened 8. A. E. team could finalists wjll meet for the title, and
the Grizzlies In the two-game series
letics on their campns. The fee will
Brown and Brlckaon, playing stellar
Patronise Kalmln Advertisers
between the schools, and left the win be $12 and will be assessed to every
not cope with the A. T. O. attack and in one, the heavyweight class, the
games at forward, labored through
ners well up In the state basketball I
winner of the trials will be matched
succumbed, 38-33.
regular student.
part of the contest with three fouls
race, as the Miners have already de
against Roy Babich, state amatenr
8. A. E. (33)
A* T: 0 . (88)
o-o
against them, while several men of
feated the Bobcats. If the Grizzlies
Higham (12) .................Robertson (10) heavy champ, who entered school this The First National Bank
After a year o f absence on the
each team had one or two apiece. The
own get over Dillon Normal tonight, sports calendar, the Poughkeepsie
quarter.
Forward
Grizzly squad gathered 19 personal and later in the season break even
The First and Oldest
Wrestlers are getting ready to go
Smith (10) — ...........—------ Nelson (8)
regatta will again be run o ff and will
fouls, end the Miners were called tor
National Bank in
with the Bobcats, they have the 1934 draw the best rowing teams of the
( Continued from Page One)
Forward
to the mat- Monday, eliminations for
IS. The Miners and the Grizzlies were
Montana
crown cinched.
...... ......Lo4m»li (8) the tourney starting then for the
country. California and Washington Harris, Lester L., Centerville, Ind., 42, Hanson (4)
about even on free throws, Montana
The Grizzlies play Montana State have both been winners in the past 2.10; Heller, Robert A., La Canada,
grnnt and groan artists. All men who
Center
tossing seven out of their number.
Normal at Dillon tonight, and then go and are expected to enter again along Calif., 44, 2.32;' Hoh man, Helene Terrill (4)
. Beeney (6) desire to enter the wrestling bouts
to Pocatello tomorrow evening to with Cornell, Columbia, Syracuse, (Mrs.), Missoula, 36, 2.25; Janes, Max
must sign np with Instructor Augle
Guard
meet the strong Idaho, Southern Pennsylvania and Navy.
ine M., Culbertson, 40, 2.22; Jemlson, Johnstone ......... ....... —--Watson (6) Vidro by this afternoon and weigh in:
M issoula Laundry Co.
Branch, sqnad.
Beatrice (Mra), Bnhl, Idaho., 36, 2.36;
Guard
o-o
Lineup and summary:
DRY CLEANERS
Substitutes: S. A. E.—Stearns, Car MRS. EAST WILL TELL
Energetic students here at the State Jones, Florence, Missoula, 37, 2.31.
Grizzlies (47)
FG FT PF Pt*. University will begin their boxing
Keith, Barbara D., Great Falls, 38, pino (8).
ABOUT “ SWEAT SHOPS”
PHONE 8118
Florence Hotel Barber and
3 18 eliminations today to pick an opponent 1.24; Kester, Betty Jane, Valter, 40Vi.
8
2
Brown, f .
8, P. E. Tops Sigma Nn
Beauty Shop
6 . 1
3 11 for each o f the reigning champions 2.81; Kliemann, Elizabeth, Great Falls,
Erickson, f
Hat Blocking
Eng Cleaning
Sigma Phi Epsilon staved off a des
Mrs. Matthens East, former in
6
1
2
Dahlberg, c ...»......... 2
PHONE 6469
for the finals of the M club tourney. 52, 2.60; Krebe, Charles H., Missoula. perate Sigma Nn rally In the closing structor in the Department of Eco
0
5 Come out and watch them; you won’t
2
1
Heller, c .—
2.38; Kurth, Caroline, Froid, 37, minutes to take their second win In nomics, will speak on “ Sweat Shops'
4
6 be disappointed.
1
2.31; Lefler, LeRoy W., Butte, 37, 2.18; a row. 22-17. At half time, the Sig Eps at the Pilgrim clnb meeting at the
Hileman, g ............. 2
2
0
0
Holloway, g
*.-.*» 0
Lennes, Nancy E., Missoula, 36, 2.25; had an impressive lead but were un University
o-o
Congregational
church
2
4
0
Reynolds, g ........... 1
Time for the aiftmal M Club tourney Leonard, Dorothy D., Missoula, 36, able to hit the hoop with any con Sunday evening at 6:30 o’clock. Be
“ The Old Meeting Place**
0 draws nearer as the boys get ready to 2.00; Leaell, Eva E., Belt, 39, 2.60; sistency in the second half and were
0
2
Rhinehart, g ......... 0
fore she started teaching, Mra. Kast
—- ••' —
exchange blows for the State Univer Lewis, M. Lorraine, Brady, 45, 2.60; badly frightened. Lockridge and Kent was a social service worker in Chi
47 sity boxing and wrestling titles. The Livingston, Catherine A., Los Angeles, starred for the victors with Price
7
19
20
Totals
cago.
FG FT PF Pta. elimination tournament to decide the Calif., 36, 2.26.
Miners (87)
looking beat for the runnerup.
1
4
Gallant, f ......... - .... 2
MacDonald, John C., Helena, 43,
Sigma Nn (17)
opponents o f the present champions
S .P .E . (21)
Cal Emery, Larry Prather and Bill
1
1
McCauley, f ........... 1
...Davis Freebourne will spend the week-end
will start some time this week or next 2.68; Marlowe, Elinor, Missoula, 36, Taylor (2) ....
1
1
E. Erickson, f ------ 2
2,00; Martin, Ruth M., Hobson, 86,
in the boxing classes.
in‘ Butte.
0
0
1
2.25; Miller, Rose K. (Mrs.), Missoula,
McCarthy, f ..../..... 0
o-o
6
2
4
Walsh, c — ------ . 2
And close on the heels o f the M 37, 2.47;- Monaco, Mack, Joliet, 80,
0 Club affair Is the minor sports meet 3.00; Murphy, Hubert, Circle, 36%, Lockridge (6) .
0
0
G. Erickson, c w.:.. 0
BIG BARGAINS
2 13 with the State College Bobcats. Last 2.09; Negherborn, William O., Butte,!
Tobin, g -c
......... . 6
1
Center
In Popular Tonics
1
3
6 year it was their tarn to come over 43, 2.63; Nelson, Robert J., Great Jackson (3)
Mnrpby. g ......—__ e j|:
............. ....... Wagner (2)
0 here, but lack of finances caused the Falls, 40, 2.22; Nimbar, Faye, Miles
Lucky Tiger, Wildroot, Fitch’s, etc.,
0
1
Poole, g .................. . 0
Guard
in individual sizes.
— trip to fall through. Now the Univer? City, 48, 2.58; Parisel, Julia B., Leth E n glish ____ ___ ________ ....Dailey (2)
——
9 15 37 slty is going to revive the annual bridge. Alberta, Canada, 36, 2.26.
Totals ................ .14
Guard
Palace
Barber Shop
Officials — Glynn, Montana State meet.
Patterson, Phoebe J., Missoula, 36,
Substitutes: Sigma Nu — Kolhase
referee; Beary, Missouri, umpire;
2.12; Pecharlcb, Helen M., Klein, 36, (2), Baker, Dusaault (2 ); 8. P. E.—
o-o
The State University swimmers will 2.25; Pierson,* Gladys J., Garibaldi, Wilcox (2), Davis.
A. A. U. P. will meet at the Univer have plenty o f work cut out for them Ore., 36, 3.00; Pollock, Joimae, Farm
Phi Delta Win Easily
sity church Friday evening, January if they expect to beat Henry Fox, the ington, 41, 2.66; Robinson, Bert, Liv
Phi Delta Theta had little trouble
26 at 6 o'clock. Everyone planning to Bobcat star, in the plunge. The lanky ingston, 65, 2.76; Ruehrweln, Robert, taking the Sigma Chis into camp,
Announces a
The T o w n ’ s T alking
attend should notify Prof. B. E. Ben Aggie is Intermountain swimming A., Missoula, 42, 2.68; Russell, Dor 24-11, leading all the way. Superior
abont this Sale! And
no wonder! For we’ ve
nett, secretary o f the association. champion and has enough medals and othy M., Bozeman, 48, 2.82; Ruther teamwork and uncanny sharpshooting
never priced such fine
records in the state to do for an en ford, M. Robert, Missoula, 40, 2.22.
proved too much for the erratic Sigma
Shoes as low as this!
Saner, -Lucille, Bntte, 42, 2.47; Sel Chis.
tire swimming team.
Crowley and Rathert were
kirk, Mary Anna, Fishtail, 40ft, 2.61; hlgh-point men with six counters
o-o
We offer a magnificent pro
fusion o f ornamental
The Bobcat hoop team has fallen Shallenberger, Wm. F „ Missoula, 48, apiece.
off a great deal from the style o f play 2.82; Shoemaker, Theodore H., Mis
Sigma Chi (11)
Phi Delt (24)
pnt on by the old-time Cato. The soula, 47, 2.76; Skiftun, Bergit E., Thompson (4)
......Judge (3)
Great
Falls,
36,
2.26;
Smalley,
Ray
State College team, which Is composed
Forward
mostly of freshmen, has several years mond E., Roundup, 46%, 2.88; Smith, Rathert (6)....
^Hanseil (2)
in exquisite bejeweled patterns
o f good basketball ahead, bnt It Isn’ t R. Montague, Great Falls, 42%, 2.68;
Forward
and at prices that will make
Soltero, Teresa M., Lewlstown, 36, Haskell .........
in the boys this year.
T h e r e is n o sh in e
...Grafton (4)
them Instantly popular.
2.25; Splcher, Fern B., Hingham, 41,
o-o
Center
in Prim rose C h iffo n
Pumps, Straps and Ox
They have the ability, but can not 2.28; Spire, Verna C., Missoula, 46, Sullivan (4)
......... Lebbltt
Powder. Eight shades.
RHINESTONE BRACELETS
fords . • . remainders
match the skill and smoothness of the 2.71; Spoklle, Mildred, Westby, 42,
Guard
from onr best-selling
AND EARRINGS
2.63;
Squires,
Wilber
L.,
Dillon,
41,
Rocky Mountain conference teams,
.....Faxon (2)
Crowley (6) ..
styles . . . P e a c o c k ,
Special Price
most of which have veteran quints 2.28; Stevens, Terrill D., Los Angeles,
Guard
Walk-Over, Red Cross
and Vitality makes . . .
that have played together tot some Calif., 42, 2.47; Stillings, Robert A.,
regularly W.00 to 610.00.
Missoula, 43, 2.63.
time.
Sulgrove, Mary 0., Choteau, 40, 2.60;
Svenson, Arthur L., Newark, N. J., 46,
2.42; Taylor, Cleda May, Missoula, 36.
Corner of Main and Higgins
2.24; Taylor, Ossla E., Missoula, 87%,
S ch ool O x fo r d s and
2.14; Terrill, Arthur J., Great Falls,
Cunning frocks of corded fabric
Pumps • • . good styles
including all of this year’s nov
44, 2.69; Trosper, William H., Ronan,
Home Made Pies and Cakes
Tuesday, January SO, 11:30 A. M.
• . . sites 8 to 9, widths
elties
in
Colonial
belt
buckles,
rifle team, hockey team, and archery 47%, 2.71; Vicars, James W., Living
Delicious Sandwiches
AAA to D . . . regularly
'quaint neck lacing, and flaring
: team. These pictures will be taken ston, 41, 2.28; White, Ben B., Missoula,
$4.00 to $6.00.
collar ties.
Lunch served from
MEET YOUR FRIENDS
42, 2.88; Yates, Leland M., Victor, 87,
in the women’s gymnasium.
11:30 a. m. to 2 p. m.
— at the —
Tuesday, January 30, 4 o’clock—M 2.18; Zehntner, Helen 0., Missoula,
Horae Cooked Foods
club; 4:80—Varsity and Cub basket 46, 2.88,
Low: Prices
Afternoon dresses with touches
ball teams; 6:00—Swimming team.
of organza ruffling on neck and
Try One ipf Those
ZUCH OWNS PHARMACY
These pictures will be taken in the
sleeveris s o u l a
men’s gymnasium.
Double
Rich
Malted
Milks
Highlander Beer
Professor F. J. Zuch, who served
The Kind You.Eat With a Spoon
The Women’ s Glee club picture is
By the Latest Methods
scheduled for 6:16 o’clock in Main more than a year on the faculty of
Meet Your Friends at the
the School o f Pharmacy, is now joint
ball.
H ill-B illies’ Band
owner of two prescription pharmacies
om pany
Entertaining Wednesday and Saturday Nights
Marlon Wilcox, '82, Is now employed in Rockford, 111-, Dean Q. E. Mollett
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
has been informed.
by the Forest Service.

B. Robinson Heads
F a l l Honor Roll

EXPERT WORK

Comer Cigar Store

Dc
to you use
a

sh in y

powder?

a t th iA . •

McCRACKEN

SALE

Big Scoop in
Spring “ Sporties*

TIARAS

69c

Peek’s Drug Store

B. & H.
Jewelry

Photo Schedule

F O U N T A IN
LUNCH

* 2 -8 5

$ 3.84

]L<og <CaMm Taverm

$ 3.84 $ 6.54

Public Drug Store

McCracken’s Store

M

MERCANTILE
C

THE

Page Four

M a s q u e r Points
Awarded Players,
Staff of One-Acts

One Man’ s Opinion

Hewitt Announces Names ot Those
To Receive Dramatic
Activity Credit
Masquer points have been awarded
to the cast and production staff of the
three one-act plays, “Release/' by B.
H. Smith, “The Odd Streak," by Ro
land Pertwee, and “The Cocklepfiefer
Case," by B. W. Hewitt and J. W.
Genung, which were produced Jan
uary 18, 20 and 22, according to Bar
nard W. Hewitt, director of dramatics,
and Harold Shaw, president of the
Montana Masquers.
Students receiving points are Dick
Karnes, Libby, 5; Dick Shaw, Mis
soula, 4; Noral Whittinghill, Helena,
2; Dave Duncan, Billings, 5;> Cedric
Thompson,, Miles City, 1; Orville
Skones, Missoula, 5; Pamella Fergus,
Armells, 4; Daphne Remington, Belt,
5; Mary Brlckson, Missoula, 4; Bar
bara Harris, Missoula, 4; Ossla Tay
lor, Missoula, 5.
W ilbur Wood, Helena, 4; George
Jackson, Helena, 3; Arnold Bauska,
Spokane, Wash., 1; Tom Wigal, Mis
soula, 1; Robertson Dally, Billings, 1;
Leo Carper, Billings, 1; Montana
Wertz, Missoula, 2; Tom Ogle, Butte,
1; Hermlna Oirson, Missoula, 1; Valle
Turner, Greenough, 1; Phrona Beagle,
Sidney, 1; Kathryn Phelan, Missoula,
1; Dorothy Ann Ballly, Missoula. 1;
Allan Schwartz, Gild ford. 4; Fred
Moulton, .Billings, 2;- Melvin Maury,
Miles City, 5.
Harold 8haw, Missoula, 5; John
Clark, Missoula, 3; Gladys Avery,
Anaconda, 2; Antoinette La Casse,
Missoula, 4; Genevieve Krum, Ana
conda, 3; Mary Kohn, Missoula, 8;
Annie Evans, Roundup, 2; Jane San
ders, Great Falls, 2; Helen Ostendorf,
Cleveland, 0., 2; Lois Schlni, Mis
soula, 1; Jerry Frankel, Cleveland
Heights, 0., 3; Joe Swan, Missoula, 4;
Joe Wagner, Missoula, 3; Charles Mc
Donald, Missoula, 4; John Blair, For
syth. 4; Phil Garlington, Missoula, 4;
Kal Heiberg, Missoula, 1; Kathryn
Jennings, Missoula, 1; Lois Barnwell,
Missoula, 1; Ruth Zeh, Missoula, 1;
Marguerite Lawrence, Missoula, 1.
Helen Schramm, Missoula, 3; Leona
Anderson.
Missoula,
4;
Phyllis
Holmes, Missoula, 4; Evelyn Myrdal,
Missoula, 2f Nora LaPorte, Missoula,
3; Lillian Hopkins, Missoula, 3; Elva
Knutson, Missoula, 3; Fern Spicher,
Hingham, .3; Catherine Mead, Mis
soula, 2; Hansi Steinltz, Philadelphia,
Pa., 2; Marianne Erickson, Harlowton,
2; Kathleen Fitzgerald, Missoula, 1;
Gloria Proctor, Kallspell, 2; Jessie
Powell, Missoula, 1; George Bolleau,
Missoula, 1; Vivian Bower, Tarkio, 1.

THE BEEF MARKET
1. Obsolete Texts
The shuffling o f textbooks still
gripes the following author, who
likes his reading but likes it free:
'To the Beef Column:
“ 1/ too, am a Phillips Admirer—in
that Mr. Phillips is not ashamed to
use a book because it has been pub
lished a year or so before he uses it
in class. He is mindful that books
become out o f date but remembers
that numerous facts go unchallenged
from edition to new edition. As for
the obsolescence which new conditions
make in old textbooks, he can lecture
in class on those conditions without
ordering a new edition o f the text
book for class use.
“The course in Physical Science rec
ognizes the impossibility of furnish
ing completely modern textbooks and
asking students to purchase such
books. Mimeographed notes are pro
vided with outline lectures given in
class, and include references to books
to be found in the Library. These
books are not replaced annually or
even quarterly as some people seem
to advise. One is not surprised to find
himself learning something about the
course even if the textbook is not his
own nor newly bought.
“ This leads to the thought that a
student comes to school to learn from
teachers, hired supposedly for their
ability. He can read b o o b at home
and does not have to pay out regis
tration fees to do so. If a professor
can not prepare himself to teach a
class without requiring a textbook, he
is not worth much as a teacher. The
reply usually relates to making stu
dents work before coming to class
and thus save* the professor the trou
ble. Such replies indicate that it is
forgotten that professors are to be
worked, not the students who are
rather to be taught. Some professors
suggest that students read the book
outside o f class and then come to class

MONTANA

KAIM. IN
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to clear up any difficulties encoun ed to establish a library o f their own. statement even remotely resembling
Bob Rickert, Jane Adami and KathSpurs, Bear Paws
“ I am convinced that if textbooks that quoted above, and that he cer
lene FitzGerald left yesterday for
tered In reading.
W ill Give Dance Butte to attend the funeral of Dick
“One can find places that explain are really necessary they need not be tainly does not think and never has
Egan, former State College and Uni
books better and cheaper than in a changed each term. I have put to thought 'that the sun rises and sets
Ion
the
Oredlggers.’
Mr.
Beary
does
paper
other
thoughts
which
have
hap
Plans
for
a Bear Paw-Spur dance versity of Washington student.
university. If professors are to be
not
have
at
this
time,
nor
has
he
pened
across
my
path,
In
the
hope
to
be
held
next
quarter
were
discussed
content to be information-counter
types, they should be content with an that maybe something might come heretofore had, any sort of official at a Joint meeting of the organiza
MEADOWS PRESS IR0NER
information clerk’s salary. When a from them. I have always strongly connection with the School of Mines, tions Wednesday evening in Main hall.
Ironing Is flat work. Yon iron
Virginia Bode, Butte, president of All
professor says in answer to a ques felt this textbook-buying policy be either as student or employe, and
shirts,
dresses and trousers on a
tion, ‘Find it In the book; I have too cause anything really not necessary Ithere is no sentiment o f any kind that Tanan-of-Spur; Pearl Johnson, Har- flat board with a flat iron. You
much to do to answer such a ques that touches the pocketbook is sure might tend to influence him to be In llowton, and James Wheaton, Harlow can. do the same with a Meadows
Press Ironer.
tion / then he should be replaced by to be felt—-especially by yonrs truly, any way partial to the athletic teams ton, were appointed to secure a def- [
representing that institution.
“ PHILLIPS’ ADMIRER I I /’
inite date for the dance and to begin j
Barthel Hardware
a textbook entirely. Money would be
“
In
regard
to
the
‘squabble*
about
work
on
It.
Next
Door
to Montana Power
saved. It Is my contention that the
the officials fo r the Grizzly-Miner
Betty Ann Polleys and Dan NelsonI
2. Apology Demanded
textbook situation on this campus is
game, Mr. Beary certainly ought not of Missoula were appointed to devise j
due to professors becoming dissatis
Exception has been taken by a
to be made to suffer because one of ways of raising money this quarterJ
fied with the smallness of their li
gentleman o f Anaconda to a Kal
the teams wanted him. He was not
braries, and that (he edict, ‘We will
inIn article, and asks that the
engaged for this contest until 10 p. m.,
use a new text this quarter, the other, | matter be straightened up at
January 28—four days after the date
e tc/ usually follows. It is the result
once:
Why miss that 8 o’clock class
o f Issue o f the paper carrying the
o f an Instructor's lack o f faith in his
when you can get all kinds of
item
regarding
him
and
subsequent
ability to teach that necessitates the “ Editor, The Montana Kalmin:
Alarm Clocks a t the
The Lutheran Student union will
purchase o f textbooks. Professors are| “The issue o f your newspaper dated to the receipt of that Issue at the
Anaconda
high
school.
His
inclina
|meet Sunday at the First English
too prone to be slaves to picked text January 19 carried two paragraphs in
Missoula
Hardware &
tion
was
to
refuse
the
appointment
Lutheran chnrch, corner of Higgins
books and to special ‘authorities'.
the column headed 'Sporty Vents’ con (which may have been the goal of
and Daly avenues, at 5 o’ clock. There
Plumbing Go;
It has been found in recent ob taining statements relative to a mem
your paragrapher), but I urged him will be a program and lunch.
228 NORTH HIGGINS ATEN HE
servations that teaching from one ber o f our organization, Mr. D. H.
to accept because of my feeling that
Phone 5690
book inclines the pnpil to believe that Beary o f Anaconda, which seem to
he ought not to be penalized because
There will be a meeting of the Mon
book is the true and only word, to deserve refutation. These remarks
o f someone’s lack of Information or tana Masquers in the Little Theatre
disregard later proved facts, and to are so insinuating in tone and so un
personal prejudice. I am confident Wednesday, January 31, at 7:80
question statements to the contrary justified in content that it appears to
that his efforts as an official in the o'clock.
made by his teacher or others. Thisj me that the only way In which fair
contest will be appreciated by the
is true in teaching today—the use of ness can be extended to Mr. Beary is
players and coaches o f both teams as
Barb men will hold tryoats for Var
one book establishes a restricted trend for your publication to carry a de
able and absolutely Impartial.
sity Vodvil Saturday afternoon at 2
of thought and does not make for an tailed and specific apology for what
“ In justice to Mr. I|eary, I hope to o’clock.
enlightened or enlightenable public. has been said in its columns about
see the Kalmin straighten out this
Too often one man's statement is held him.
Some Reel Boys in
matter by tendering a complete apol
as authority while other equally
“ I am associated in my w ork with
Good Used Cars
ogy to Mr. Beary In an early issue.
plausible opinions are ruled out. 8uch Mr. Beary and feel that I know him
at the
“ Sincerely yonrs,
a procedure is not a desirable educa very well, both as an instructor and
—
at
the-—
WM. J. LOWRY, Principal
tion policy.
as a basketball official. In his offi
Anaconda high school and Secretary,
M atter Cleaners
My belief is that books while use ciating he has always Impressed me Montana Officials’ Association."
ful'aren't absolutely essential in edu as being fair, competent and impartial
and D yers
See Them Today
cation, and that the sooner this is to the extent that he is quite generally
The Sports editor will offer his ex
accepted the sooner we shall, get rid regarded as one o f the outstanding planation o f the article In the next
of new editions o f textbooks each basketball officials o f the state. This issue. .
term. I might be said to be drumming can he substantiated by investigation
trade for the poorly-lighted library of the number o f games he works and
Kappa Kappa Pei, national honor
that graces our campus. There are the reporta turned in by the coaches ary band fraternity, announces the
books in the Library—they can be regarding him, a record o f which is pledging of. William Whitehead, Ta
need. Students could be assessed a on file in my office.
coma, Wash.
C afe and
“ I realize, however, that the para
library fee (as they are assessed 'most
Beer Parlors
every other kind o f fee)—said fee to graphs mentioned did not accuse Mr.
be added to a fund to buy new books Beary o f incompetency bnt Implied
as needed and to replace worn-out that he was prejudiced toward the
books. Such a fee, however, should be School o f Mines team and had ‘stated
Iin lieu o f any money to be spent for that the Mines were the best team in
textbooks by students otherwise. Stu the state, barring none, and that they
S a tu rd a y N ig h t
‘A n A ll-U niversity Orchestra” —-L e t’s G o!
dents could purchase their own copies could not be beaten/ Mr. Beary In
BUCK STOWE and His Orchestra
on the assumption that they too want forms me that he has never made a

G E T U P!

Notices

5 -H o u r S e rv ice

H. O. Bell Co.

U niversity N ight A g a in T onight

DANCE

PARK HOTEL

At The Club

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
LOST—DURING SPUR INITIATION
in Main hall, it Waterman fountain
pen bearing the name Ellen Shields
Finder please return to phone booth.
Reward.
Patronize Kalinin Advertiser-

1Here’s How!
Enjoy your beer I

Get those

14-ounce glasses at the *

Pallas Candy Co.
Near the Wilma

A n oth er sign of
jangled n e r v e s ...

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2821

Styles tor men and young
men — smooth and grain
leathers. Wide range of
sixes and widths.

DR. J. L. MURPHY

$8.85

Eyes Examined—Glasses Pitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Pitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
200 Wilma

BORG JEWELRY &
OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist

Door banging, teeth gritting, foot
tapping, arguing over trifles—or
th e old favorite—telephone slam
m in g ... J u s t little ways which
prove nerves are g ettin g out of
h and.. .D anger signals.. .I f you're
guilty of such gestures, check up—

Watch your nerves. . . Get your
full amount of sleep every night.
E at regularly and sensibly. Find
time for recreation.
And smoke Camels—for Camel’s
costlier tobaccos never get on
your nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from finer, M O R E E X P E N S I V E
T O B A C C O S than any other popular brand of cigarettes I

CA1ICLS
T l l i i r Ik] I

I UNL IN !

TH EY NEVER GET
O N YOUR N E R V E S !

CA M E L C A R A V A N featuring Clan Cray’a C A S A L O M A Orchestra and other Headliners Every Tuesday and
Thursday at JO P.M ., E .S .T .-9 P.M ., C .S .T .-8 P.M.. M .S .T .-T P.M ., P.S.T.t over WABC- Columbia Network

